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~ INTRODUCTION 
The purpose ot these treatment interviews 1s to demon- I 
strate how a ease worker in the Boston MentaJ. Hygiene Unit of [i 
the Veterans Administration utilized a. form of limit~ goal 11
1 treatment in the case of a young man whose problems were seen ! 
in terms of psychodynamics and involving the interplay of 
cultural factors. I 
The first requirement, of course, would be for the worke I 
to formulate, with the casework supervisor and consultant, 
the dynamic understanding of the problem presented and, on 
the basis of this, to formulate his therapeutic goaJ.s. In 
this case, the major problems appeared to be the unresolved 
oedipus situation and the deep inadequacy feelings which 
stemmed from this oedipal problem and, to a minor degree, 
the fact that Mario felt his cul turaJ. background inferior to 
that of other Americans. 
If these two problems are seen as the core of the prob-
lem, what then should be the therapeutic goal? To help the 
patient achieve independence and self-sufficiency would cer-
tainly be one major aim, and this would require emphasis on 
ego strengthening. Thus, at the outset the major goal postu-
lated was orientation in the direction of emancipation. 
The next question would be what technique should be 
utilized. The major emphasis, it was decided, should be on 
offering support and encouragement. Psychological support, 
1 
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as defined by Hollis, included such steps as the following: 
Encouraging the elient to talk freely and express 
his feelings about his situation; expressing sym-
pathetic understanding of his feelings and accept-
ance of his behavior; showing interest in him and 
showing a desire to help. "All these are designed 
to relieve anxiety and feelings of guilt, and to 
p'romote the client• s confidence in his Bbili ty to 
handle his situation adequately.l 
Manipulation, in the sense in which Doctor Grete L. 
Bibring uses it, is a particularly appropriate therapeutic 
device for the case worker. She says: 
We do n.ot use the term "manipulation, " as it 
sometimes is used in casework, to describe 
the undesirable attempt of the worker to force 
his concepts and plans on the client. We use 
the term in a more positive sense. After 
listening to and observing · the client we may 
use our understanding of his personal! ty 
structure, his patterns, his needs and con-
flicts, and his defenses in order to "manip-
ulate" him in various ways.2 
Even clarification would be used only to a limited 
extent. Clarification as defined here involves helping the 
patient to gain a better understanding of himself and his 
environment thus increasing the ego 1 s ability to face and 
accept reality. In contrast with interpretation, clarifica-
1 
tion places emphasis on the fuller understanding of conscious 
material. and, thus, does not require as strong a transference 
l Florence Hollis, Journal of Social Casework, "The 
Techniques of Casework, 11 p. 2:37 
2 GreteL. B1bring, M.D., Journal of Social Casework, I 
"Psychiatric Principles in Casework, p. 2:31 
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situation as does interpretation. Nor is it likely to arouse 
as much resistance on the part of the patient. 
Other techniques, it was decided, should be used more 
sparingly because, in this case, one would wish to avoid 
much resistance and to avoid too strong a transference rela-
tionship. One way of diluting the transference would be by 
having the interviews no more frequently than once a week. 
The main reason fo.r keeping the transference positive and 
diluted and for avoiding resistance, insofar as it was possible 
to do so, was that neither of these factors, that is the trans 
ference or the resistance, could be followed up in brief 
therapy by a resident social worker. This meant, of course, 
that interpretation would have to be kept at a minimum. By 
interpretation we mean helping the patient gain insight into 
his unconscious motivation. It can be seen, then, why this 
technique would be used very rarely in the type of treatment 
here being described~ The role of the caseworker in this 
type of treatment was defined by the staff of the Mental 
Hygiene Unit at the Veterans Administration in Boston and 
presented at a symposium of the Boston Psychoanalytic Society 
and Institute in February of 1949. Their statement is: 
The fact that there are characteristically dif-
ferent ways in which psychiatrist and social 
workers function in our clinic has gradually 
become clear. Generally speaking, the psychia-
trist's primary orientation and interest are 
in the internal problems of the client and the 
total functioning of his personality. For the 
most part he deals with environmental reflections 
3 
secondarily. He aims at more permanent definitive 
effects of therapy. Although the social worker is 
aware of the dynamics of the total personality, he 
focuses on those environmental majadjustments that 
are reflections of the inner stresses of the patient. 
He deals, then, with the emotional conflicts of the 
patient as they are translated into reality. In 
other words, the emphasis is more on personality 
conflicts proJected onto problems in the environ-
ment. His goal is an amelioration--a more satis-
factory social adjustment for the patient, rather 
than a resolution of intrapsychic conflicts. We 
feel that there is a difference, especially, in 
the use of therapeutic techniques in manipulation 
of the relationship with the patients. The psychia-
trist may use the transference as the medium to 
fUrther insight for greater self-awareness on the 
part of the patient. The social worker always 
uses the transference as a medium to bring about 
clarification or to strengthen the ego tunetions 
of the patient for his aclaptation to reality. 3 
Summaries of the individual interviews, discussion and 
consultations have been included and presented in such a way 
as to enable the reader ~o get a graphic picture of what went 
on in treatment. This is what constitutes the body of this 
thesis. In other types of theses this material might be 
included in the chapter on conclusions. 
In terms of research, this dissertation is an attempt to 
determine to what extent the case worker, in his interviews 
with Mario, utilized the techniques specified in the above 
formulation. The series of treatment interviews are presented 
and analyzed to determine specifically how the case worker 
applied his skills as a social worker, utilizing certain 
3 Margaret L. Newcomb, Eleanor Gay, Dr. Jerome L. 
Weinberger, Journal of Social Casework, p. 254 
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specific techniques and deliberately avoiding those others 
which fall into the realm of the psychiatrist. 
It should be remembered that this case is not presented 
in terms of demonstrating 11 suooess 1' or not, but rather to 
show the problem, method and process. Presenting a thesis 
of this type has necessitated that the writer use the first 
person. 
s 
II 
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IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 
Mario is a twenty-seven-year-old single white second-
generation American of Italian descent. His religion is 
Roman Catholic. He is of medium height with dark complexion 
and looks younger than his age. Hie manner is friendly, end 
he speaks timidly, like a child who is unsure of himself. 
He has one step-brother whose mother died in childbirth 
and eleven siblings, the youngest of whom is a nine months' 
old sister. Hie own mother had eighteen pregnancies, some 
of which terminated in miscarriages. He completed the eighth 
grade and at the age of fourteen went to work in order to help 
support the family. In 1941 he entered the Coast Guard and 
served until 1946 when he was discharged on points. During 
this period of service he suffered a leg fracture when his 
ship was sunk. 
He is now receiving a twenty per cent disability, ten 
per cent because of neuropsychiatric disability and ten per 
cent because of arthritis. He was referred in February, 1949, 
to the Veterans Administration Out-Patient Department by a 
doctor who knew him at a non-veteran hospital where patient 
worked as a chef. 
4The referral problems as he gave them were insomnia, 
4 During treatment there was little mentioned of his 
intake symptoms other than that he has felt tired on several 
occasions. He recently stated that he has put on weight and 
feels better--lese depressed. It is significant that in ter-
l mination of treatment Mario brings up the question of weight loss. 
li 
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II 1' fatigue (Mario spoke of taking daily afternoon naps), weight 
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loss of seventeen pounds in the past eighteen months, and eon-
flict with his father about the use of his Veterans Benefits. l1 II 
His father felt he should obtain a loan so the family could 
buy a house, whereas he wanted to save this benefit to use 
when he married. Patient reported that he sleeps only four 
to five hours a night and that in June, 1947, his weight of 
156 pounds had dwindled to 139 pounds at intake, 1949. He 
complained of headaches, fatigue and weakness in his left leg 
from the knee down. 
He reported difficulty in courtship and inability to make 
friends. He was worried about his girl, his car, and his 
family. 
The following is a quotation taken from Mariola medical 
II 
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1 record at a Veterans Hospital where he was a patient from 
II 
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li 
4-47 to 6-47: 
During one particular interview he told about ideas 
of people watching him and talking about him. He 
said that he had practiced some homosexual acts 
while in the Coast Guard and because of these he 
was quite worried about his status as a virile man. 
He was given reassurance about these acts in his 
past, and he was given some ego support in the 
form of an explanation of how men happen to engage 
in these practices and an assurance of the fact 
that it is not uncommon and that his virility or 
personali ty need in no way suffer from his engaging 
in these experiences in the past. 
I 
I ,. 
I 
Upon his discharge he became as assistant breakfast cook l 
at a large hospital and has succeeded 1n advancing himself to I 
,, 
=================~L __ _ 
,-
head chef. 
PSYCHIATRIC IMPBESSION 
At intake Mario was diagnosed by a clinic psychiatrist 
as, 1 a character and behavior disorder; immature, passive I 
I dependent man with feminine identifications." The psychiatris~ 
felt that Mario had "considerable al>ili ty to develop if he Jj 
could separate himself from his family and work toward having 
a family of his own. •• 
The psychiatrist who made the foregoing diagnosis served 
as the psychiatric consultant to the writer of this paper. 
The Mental Hygiene Clinic policy is that the psychiatrist 
assumes the distinct medical responsibility for the planning 
and direction of the therapeutic efforts. Summaries of the 
writer•s consultations with the psychiatrist appear in the 
text.5 6 
SUMMARY 
Mario was seen several times by a male social worker 
prior to his being assigned to the writer of this paper. The 
following is a summary of the other therapist's notes:? 8 
• 
5 Total of five consultations with the psychiatrist. 
6 There were weekly conferences with the casework 
supervisor. It was not, however, a part of clinic require-
ment ' to record these conferences. 
7 Mario was seen for a total of twenty-eight clinic 
treatment hours, twenty-one of which were with the writer. 
Treatment began in May, 1949, and was terminated in November, 
1949. 
8 Mario was seen weekly by the writer. 
interrupted during patient • s two-li'reek vacation. 
Treatment was 
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Mario says, in one interview, that he has no friends. He 
does not go out with his former girl and has no other girl 
acquaintances or men friends. When worker questions this, 
Mario says that at one time he got into trouble with some male 
friends. He won't say any more about it. 
Mario discusses at considerable length the second-hand 
car he has purchased and with which he was satisfieduntil he 
discovered that it had been first used as a taxi. Immediately 
after making this discovery, he decided it was 0 no good" and 
wanted to sell it. 
Mario discusses one of the girls that he had gone with 
before the service. When she told him, upon his return to 
civilian life, that when she was fifteen (she is now nineteen) 
she had had intercourse with another fellow, Mario says he 
then gave her up. The worker interprets this by asking him 
if the situation wasn't the same as his feeling in regard to 
the automobile. Mario, grinning sheepishly, says yes, he 
guesses that is it. He doesn't want anything that has been 
\ 
used. He doesn't want to be made a sucker of. Mario broke 
with his girl soon after starting treatment. 
During one interview Mario says that when he was growing 
up people used to think he was much older than he actually 
was. When he was sixteen he had a mustache which he dyed and 
then he looked about twenty-six. He wore a hat and dressed 
much older. He went around with an older crowd and comments 
9 l 
that he used to enjoy keeping up this pretense. Mario smiles 
First Interview 
Mario is early for his appointment. I introduce myself 
and discuss with him his feelings toward transferring to a 
new therapist. Mario expresses , little feeling and volunteers 
very little information. When I ask what he and his former 
worker discussed, he says they talked about his girl and his 
automobile. I say that I, too, would be interested in these 
subjects, as well as other things that he might wish to dis-
cuss later. 
Mario says his family has to depend upon him since sever 
sisters have left to get married. One sister has started to 
work, but he is uncertain how long she will help the family 
as she, too, might get married. I ask if he is also thinking 
of marriage, and he replies that he doesn't have a girl now. 
He says that he broke up with his girl last month. "Love has 
to be two ways," he says. "I was the only one that was givin 
10 
I•ve been engaged three times. 11 He wonders whether the girls 
like him only for his car. When I suggest that he tell me a 
little more about his feelings toward the girl, he says with 
disgust that she was always telling her family and friends 
that he would be only too glad to take them home. He wouldn•t 
have minded if she had asked him first, but "she took too much 
for granted. 11 
Upon my suggestion that he tell me about his girl friends 
he says he would never want to marry a girl while he was in th~ 
service. Mario speaks of having gone out with two other men, 
older than he, while in the service. He speaks of these men 
as being socially and economically superior to him; and seems 
to take pleasure in telling me about them. They all became 
acquainted with three women in a bar one night and went to the 
apartment of one of the women. Mario and his date were sittin~ 
I 
on the living room couch, while the other two couples were in 
the bedroom. Later he moved to a chair across the room, and 
the girl undressed, except for her slip, turned out the lights 
and asked him if he weren't coming over. He took off his suit/ 
and before he knew it they were together. He describes this 
with little affect. In fact, he complains that the girl kept 
him up all night. He speculates that she must have wanted a 
man in a big way. While they were having breakfast together 
he asked her for another date. He was surprised and shocked 
at her reply that she couldn't because she had to rejoi.n her 
11 
husband. In describing this incident, he seems neither shocked, 
nor surprised. 
He tells me, when I ask about his work, that he started 
as an assistant breakfast cook for the summer and is now first 
regular cook for the dinner meal at a large hospital. After 
commending him for his success, I ask if he has ever dated any 
of the girls where he works, and he says that he has gone out 
with one nurse. She was quite formal and called him by his 
last name. He doesn't feel it would work out too well for him 
to go out with some of the other staff members, because he 
fears they might know too much about him. \ihen I ask him to 
elucidate, he says he means that they would know both sides of 
him. For instance, he often gets angry at the woman dietitian ! 
and he doesn't want the girls to see this other side of him. 
When he is on a date he doesn•t get mad, and feels the girls 
might not like him if they knew about the side of him that 
does get mad. 
I encourage him to develop this theme. He explains that 
he has his good and bad sides. I ask if he shows these sides 
Jl at home and Mario says that he does. He is tired when he 
1 comes home from work and many times he is not able to sleep 
because his younger sisters make so much noise. He gets mad 
when his mother asks him, as she often does, about special 
recipes that she wants to try in order to tempt his father's 
appetite. He feels--and he is tense as he says this--that 
this is one instance of his family treating him like a baby. 
12 
I say that it is understandable that when he gets home from 
I 
work he, too, is tired and hungry and would like special dishe ~ 
I prepared for him. 
I ask Mario about his recreational i .nterests and he says 
that he doesn't do much of anything except go to a night club 
now and then and drink alone. Sometimes he picks up a girl. 
He thinks the reason he doesn't have any friends in the neigh-
borhood where he now lives is that his family moved away from 
the old neighborhood while he was in the service. 
DISCUSSION 
In this first interview, my efforts were concentrated 
towards establishing rapport, establishing a mood of 
permissiveness, and encouraging Mario to discuss his 
problems and express his affects. 
Our tentative interpretation was that his basic prob-
lem centered around an unresolved oedipal conflict. 
I felt that, while this interpretation, tentative 
though it was, was essential to my understanding of 
the ease, it might well be that I would avoid inter-
preting this to Mario entirely. At this time I was 
not certain whether or not I would eventually utilize 
interpretation in the therapeutic interviews. For 
the time being, however, it was decided I would avoid 
the technique of interpretation. 
On the basis of this first interview, the following 
tentative goals and therapeutic approaches were 
settled upon. One goal would be to encourage and 
reassure him in regard to his masculinity and to 
attempt to develop self-confidence in him generally. 
In this way I hoped to alleviate some of his anxieties 
and guilt feelings. It seemed important to keep close 
to the reality situation and to focus on the outer 
layers of personality. I felt that a major technique 
might be that of encouragement in the direction o~ 
helping Mario to gain confidence in his ability to 
handle his situation to the extent of achieving some 
satisfaction in his every day experiences . 
13 
-~~ Seoon~Interview 
Mario begins the interview by telling me that he is 
spending his free afternoons at the beach. He asks if I think 
it is conceited of him to take pride in his tan. He says that 
he doesn't want to leok like the other cooks who are quite 
pale. He says many cooks look as if they are dying because 
of their pale skin. He wants to look like a man. I comment 
that he looks like a healthy msn of twenty-seven. He is going 
out on a date after the interview, he tells me. 
Mario says that it was he who actually broke the engage-
ment with this last girl. He had gone with her only four days 
when he went overseas. While overseas he wrote to her nearly 
every day and thought about the good times they would have 
upon his return. When Mario returned, he brought up the ques-
tion of marriage. The girl told him that she had something to 
tell him first and that perhaps he wouldn • t want to marry her 
after she told. him. He replied that he couldn't see any reasofl 
why he wouldn't want to and the girl then told him that, while 1/ 
he was away, she had had intercourse with a man who was drivin 
her home from a party. "He was such a big guy," Mario adds. 
But he doesn't want a woman who has been "touched" by another 
man. He goes on to say that it is different for a man than it 
is for a woman. He would like to have a girl accept him as of . 
nol'l. He then says that this is a contradiction, and I ask how 
He says that he is expecting one thing from a girl but not the 
same standard for himself. We discuss this at some length. 
Mario speaks of a dietitian with whom he went on one 
date. I ask him to describe her, and he says that she is cute, 
dresses well, and comes from a good family. He doesn't know 
if he made out well with her or not, and feels that possibly 
she has rejected him. He bases this on her refusal to kiss 
him good night. I point out that perhaps he is expecting too 
much from this girl on the first date, that some girls want 
to be sure a man is really interested in them before they are 
ready to express their feelings in this way. He acknowledges 
that she did t ell him she would like to go out with him again. 
Third Interview 
Mario says that he realizes that in the past he has tried 
to be funny on a date, and sometimes the girls don't like this. 
Also he's given them a line, really not meaning the things 
that he's told them but has used it as a way to climax the 
evening in int ercourse. He says that when he meets a new girl 
he tries to get engaged the first evening. He also thinks 
about techniques that he 1 s used in the past. Actually he can 
see that they never worked out too well, and he thinks that 
perhaps he will want to be more honest in his approach next 
time. He won't just say things in order to have sexual rela-
tions with the girl, nor will he ask her to go steady on the 
first date. I mention that he has spoken several times of a 
girl being 11used." Mario feels that a "used girl is like a 
!) l 16 
used car. 11 I say I realize he was disappointed in his girl 
and felt that his second-hand car was a poor buy. He wonders 
if he is not normal because he doesn't want to have sexual 
relations with this girl before marriage. I say that perhaps 
he now feels differently towards himself. 
He tells me he doesn't get along well with the dietitian. 
He often gets sore at her and just looks mad, but he can never 
say anything to her. I ask. how he feels inside and he replies 
that he has a 11 funny feeling" and that, he 1 s 11 not hungry." 
He thinks she doesn't have enough respect for his job, which 
he feels is important. He says that toward the end of the 
day she suggests that they sit down and talk things over. I 
tell him that I agree with him that he has an important job. 
He continues to speak of the dietitian and tells me about her 
new Buiek. He says disparagingly, 11 Her father bought it for 
her. 11 
Mario's next association is his own father. He says that 
maybe he's like his father. I ask how, and he says his father 
is narrow-minded about trusting people. He always thinks of 
things on the bad side. His father thinks he , Mario, hasn't 
grow:n up; he 11 th1nks that I can't think things out for myself. 
I mention the reality situation of his being in the home with 
. 
I 
a number of younger brothers and sisters and that it sometimes
1 
takes parents a long time before they recognize their children 
are adults. I point out that he has taken on many of the 
responsibilities of his parents• family, and that perhaps he 
could be thinking of ways to allow himself more freedom and 
pleasure. He wonders if perhaps he worries too much about his 
family. 
DISCUSSION 
During the last two interviews, my major emphasis 
was on offering support and reassurance in terms 
of the job, snd encouraging further elucidation of 
feelings. In the third interview particularly 
Mario expressed some insight and began to make 
some positive plan. It was at this time that I 
made my first attempt at clarification, utilizing 
the home situation as my focus. During these 
interviews, too, Mario began to show some positive 
identification with me. I might mention that, at 
this time, I myself had a sun tan. Mario began 
his second interview, it will be noted, by telling 
me he is spending his free afternoons at the beach, 
and he says he doesn 1 t want to look like the other 
cooks who are quite pale. 
Fourth Interview 
Mario tells of applying for positions at two Veteran I 
Administration hospitals. He feels there is not enough securi~r 
at the hospital where he is currently employed. If he gets a 
job with the Veterans Administration he will receive social 
security, siclt leave, and other benefits. He has three speci-
alities for which he can qualify; cooking, baking and butcherir g. 
He received ninety-four per cent, ninety-five per cent and 
ninety-six per cent on the respective tests. I ask if he has 
thought of work other than hospital employment, and he says 
that he lacks the courage to do cooking except in a hospital, 
where the cooking is plain. \fhen I ask how they like his 
17 
cooking at the hospital, he says the doctors have commented 
upon the good meals he prepares, especially the soups. He 
answers my next question by saying he feels pretty good about 
this, 11But I always :feel that I could do things better. 11 Mari 
pauses, then smiles, laughs and looks quite pleased with him-
self. 
I 
Mario next tells me that he may buy a new car in two week • 
He is worried about the payments; he plans to put a thousand 
dollars down and will pay the remainder in eighteen monthly 
installments at :forty-eight dollars per month. His horoscope 
tells him to be careful about spending too much money and 
getting into debt. 
Mario says that when he gets home at night from a date 
his father asks him if he has gotten engaged. His father says, 
11 Some day you'll find a girl that will take the shirt right 
off your back. 11 Mario says that he gets mad at this. I 
acknowledge that it must be difficult for him to be in a home 
where, despite his many responsibilities, his :father and 
mother treat him as a little boy. Mario says that he has done 
a great deal for his :family, but they expect a great deal more 
The more he does, the more they want. Though his father has 
put pressure upon him to buy a house :for them, he has recently 
refUsed to do this. He has loaned his brothers and sisters 
considerable money. He thinks this is one of the reasons why 
he wants to get married. I point out that there are other 
18 
natural reasons why he might want to get married. \ihen I 
suggest that perhaps his purchase of an automobile represents 
something his family will not be able to spend or ask for in 
terms of loans or purchasing a house, he accepts this. Mario 
speaks of the many children in his family and tells me that he 
worries for fear he may have to take care of aJ.l of them. He 
asked his family if they did not think it was about time they 
stopped having children, and his mother replied that 11 God send 
them." Mario laughed at this. 
He wonders if he thinks too much about himself. I point 
out that I imagine he had a good time Friday night, and he 
laughs and says that he did and having a good time was all he 
thought about. I mention that at the hospital he is probably 
kept busy. I say that perhaps there are other times when he 
thinks about himself', and add that this is a place where we 
can think about him. I tell him that I realize that he has 
had things to think about, that have taken both his time and 
energy, and that I believe he is doing a good job of' taking 
steps to bring about a more satisfactory social life and 
independence from home. I say that he has been able to talk 
about many things that he has kept to himself in the past; 
that we usually feel better talking to some one who is objecti e, 
understanding and interested in us. 
Fifth Interview 
Mario says he is tired. He has been looking for a part-
19 
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time job. With the purchase of a new car he feels that he 
should be earning more. He says he has been worrying about 
this. I repeat "worry, 11 and he says, 11 You know, the things 
I have told you in the past." Lately, he says, he has been 
letting things just come as they will. I say that perhaps soml 
things still bother him. He node hie head. When he gets mad 
at the dietitian, he says, he feels funny inside. The assistart 
chef is on vacation, andthe dietitian has hired a youngster 
who doesn't know much about the work. Therefore, Mario has 
to work harder and longer hours. He feels that the dietitian 
just wanted to save the hospital money and took advantage of 
him. I suggest that perhaps the dietitian thinks he is a good 
teacher, who will help this youngster learn something, that 
she has confidence in him, in his ability to help this younger 
man. 
Mario tells me, when I ask how he learned the profession, 
that he learned it the hard way. He started to work at four-
teen. I say I appreciate this, and that perhaps things would 
have been easier for him if he had had some one to help him 
along. He nods his head. 
Mario asks if it would affect one 1 s mind if a person was 
too clean. I suggest that we explore this further. He says, 
11 For instance, I like to keep my room very clean, my clothes, 
and my car. I spend a great deal of time cleaning and polishing 
it, cleaning and pressing my clothes and dusting my room. n 
II 
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He says, 11 It isn 1 t dirty, it 1 s just that I want to clean it. 11 
He likes to take a bath every night since he perspires a great 
deal during the day. He says that his father questions this 
daily bath. I point out 
like him and that he has 
that his profession requires a person I 
carried this into other areas of his I 
I 
life. He tells me that he used to cl.ean the rest of the house 
for his mother, but he has stopped doing that, for he thinks 
his sisters should. Mario says that perhaps if he had more to 
do he wouldn't spend s o much time cleaning the car, his room, 
and his clothes. 
When I refer to his father, he says his father is narrow-
minded and quick-tempered. I ask .if he has ever been able to 
talk things over with him. He says that he has but that his 
father makes up his mind before he knows all sides of the ques 1 
tion, consequently he does not talk to him or ask his advice. I 
Sixth Interview 
Mario begins the interview by saying that he has his new 
car and that he hasn't been getting any sleep since its arriv 
He says that everything is okay, except at home. 11 At times I 
think I almost go nuts." He says that the kids are in and out 
of the house and that they fight and use profane language. 
He says, "I should have more love for my brothers and sisters. 
I say that one can love as well as be angry and disappointed 
with one's family and friends at times. He says that he 
spoils his own fun when he is out on a date thinking about 
I 
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home. When he told his mother that he might get a room of his I 
own, she told him he could go any time. He wonders whether, 
if he left, he would be allowed to come visit. I point out 
that in reality other members of his family have left the home, 
and that they return for visits. His mother tells him, "I 
wouldn't want a husband like you, you're too nervous." He 
says that it will be helpful if he could get this hospital 
job and live at the hospital. He says that if he did leave 
home, he woul<i feel guilty since he has been paying his mother j 
! 
I sixty dollars a month. I tell him that I recognize his feelinJs 
II I 
toward his family, and I am aware of how much he has done for 1 
them. However, if he does leave home he could give an occa-
sional gift if he wanted to. He says, 11 The older I'm getting, 
the more complicated I seem to be getting." Now that he has 
bought the new car, ~e won't be able to go. away for a vacation. 
I ask if he would like to go away. Mario says that he would 
like to go away but hasn't too much money to spend. We dis-
cuss summer resorts and camps, and he says that he would like ,j 
to get out of doors for a while. I mention that he might ask / 
some of hie co-workers . for suggestions. When he tells me that 
his mother asked him to take her visiting on one of his vaca-
tion days and that this might prevent him from going away, I 
say that I think that he can handle this. 
DISCUSSION 
It was during the fourth interview that the opportunity 
presented itself for structuring. I point out to him 
I 
I 
_L 
that we often feel better talking to someone who 
we feel is objective and interested in us. I 
attempt to place limits on the patient's "acting 
out 11 by suggesting that he confine some of his 
feelings to the treatment hour. In the fourth, 
fifth, and sixth interviews, I continued to offer 
encouragement and reassurance and continued, in 
an unobtrusive fashion, manipulation towards 
greater independence from the family .. 
Seventh Interview 
Mario hesitates, then tells me that he had a date Sunday I 
with a girl with whom he used to go steady. After pausing ! 
and looking at me as if expecting a reply, he continues, "She 
wasn't cold, she was real affectionate with me, put her head 
in my lap.• When he is lonely he telephones to the girls he 
knows. He adds, after a pause, 11 Well, that seems logicaJ.. 11 
He speaks about world conditions and says that he reads in 
the paper about some people feeling depressed and that some 
commit suicide. 11 That•s not for me," he states with affect. 
He goes on to say that he is more tired than anything else. 
It is pretty noisy at home; he has decided to get away from 
home during vacation, regardless of oost. Sometimes he thinki 
his mother doesn • t want him to go out nights, for when he IJ 
tells her he wants his supper a little earlier she is often I 
late in preparing the meal. It is going to take him some j 
time to know what he wants, he feels. He still thinks about 
marriage but isn 1 t sure what he really wants. I express my 
recognition of this. 
In answer to my query about how he feels about coming 
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to clinic, he says that first of all he must think of the 
I
I 
ob,lective. He came because he was losing weight, he did.n 1 t I 
eat, he worried a great deal, and he was lonely and mixed up. 1
1 "And now?" I ask. To which he replies that he has put on /I 
weight , and that he tries not to worry so much. I reinforce I 
this by mentioning other significant areas which indicate ! 
that he is feeling better toward himself. 11 
CONSULTATION I 
The consultant, a psychoanalyst, suggested that 
I continue to reassure Mario of hi. a masculinity; 
give him support and reassurance in working out 
his problems about leaving his home, about his 
new job and about his thinking in regard to 
marriage. 
The positive strengths are that he is dating and 
has purchased a new car, which symbolically means 
that he himself is feeling better. 
Eighth Interview 
Mario speaks of his coming vacation. A girl he has been 
going with has suggested that he give hera ride home if he 
visits New York. He worries while he is away from home, and / 
I 
asks, 0 Why do I feel obligated?" He associates this with the [ 
young children in his family, and says that he feels respon-
sible for some of them. I repeat Aresponsible? 11 He ventures 
that maybe he oan•t have a good time because he would feel 
guilty since no one else at home would be having a good time. 
He has told his mother that if she had a new baby he was 
getting out. He feels that the children are notr being brough 
up properly. His younger brothers irritate him, they swear, 
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and he speaks to his father about this. His father says 
that he wasn't any angel either when he was growing up. He 
was punished quite severely when he was younger. I suggest 
that perhaps he feels his father is too easy with them and 
perhaps was too hard on him. Mario grins and says that his 
parents' practices about bringing up children have changed 
since he was a young boy. I point out that, while he was 
the first, there were soon many younger brothers and sisters. 
This is difficult for the first child, who doesn't really get ! 
all the attention and affection that he wants. Mario seemed 
to recognize and accept this. 
When he says that he is going to try to have a good time 
on his two-week vacation since he feels that he must get away~ 
II 
I agree that he does owe something to himself. Mario discuss Is 
his plan to be away for two weeks. Arrangements are made for 
me to see him on the week following his return. 
Ninth Interview 
I Mario is ten minutes late for his appointment. He beginfi 
the interview by asking if I thought he wasn't coming tonight ll 
I reply that I am glad to see him. Mario says he was mad at 
his family today for they asked him to pick up groceries and 
wanted to know if he would pick them up later, after they had 
gone to the movies. 
He tell s about his vacation. He spent several days in 
New Hampshir e, several days in Southern Massachusetts and 
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spent a week in New York. He met a girl one night in New 
York and slept with her at her apartment. He comments that 
he had a "pretty good time." 
He says that he has written to the dietitian with whom 
he had one date some time ago. "You remember, the girl that 
I tried to kiss on the first date, and she refused?" 
He thinks of marriage as one solution to his problem of 
emancipating himself from home. We explore this area, and he 
says that he realizes that this is not the only consideration 
and that he wants to love the girl whom he wishes to marry. 
I ask what he expects from marriage, and he says companion-
ship, love, family, and a home. Then I ask if there is any 
way he can feel more comfortable and happy until he meets a 
girl of his choosing. Mario replies that he can't stand, 
11 These naggings at home, the demanding of my time and money, 
and noise of the younger children. 11 A job would help solve 
this, he thinks, and give him an excuse to leave--that 11 ! 
just can't pick up and get a room somewhe.re. 11 
Mario has heard that in applying for a job it would be 
a good idea to make a personal appearance at a hospital so 
that the staff could have a personal interview with him. He 
is planning to do this. 
Tenth Interview 
Almost the entire interview is spent in a discussion of 
Mario's feelings towards meeting new girls and of his insecuri ty 
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in approaching them for a date. We discuss job possibilities 
and his feelings toward leaving home. He is now looking 
toward a job as one way of emancipating himself from home. 
He recognizes that at one time he felt that just any girl 
would do for marriage, for this would be his way of getting 
out of the home. 
Mario recognizes that he needs my support in advancing 
towards his goals. The responsibility, however, rests with 
him and he will do the things he wishes when he feels ready. 
Eleventh Interview 
Mario, who is a few minutes late for the interview, 
explains that he took hie mother to the market. He speaks 
of this realistically, without the hos:tility that he expresse 
the previous week when he had taken both his father and mothe // 
shopping. 
He speaks of his weekend date, thimks of the girls he 
has met in the past, end the girls he has approached sexually, 
and those to whom he has proposed mar.riage. He questions his 
feelings of love towards so many, and wonders if he will be 
able to recognize the 11 real one 11 when she comes along. Since 
he probably doesn't actually love his brothers and sisters, 
nor his mother and father, how can he love somebody else? 
\ihen he thinks of his feeling towards his huge family and 
the noise that they make, he fears that he, too, will have 
too many children. I say that when he marries, he and his 
l 
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wife may well be able to work out a satisfactory solution. 
He tells about a recent christening at his house, when 
his mother called him 11 mam.ma 1 s boy 11 in front of many people, 
and how this angered him. When he suggested that his family 
use some form of birth control, his father replied that per-
haps he (Mario) won 1 t be able to have even one child. Mario 
says that when he was in the . service he told his mother not 
to have another child. She did, and she was afraid to tell 
him--he was informed by a cousin. He says that his mother 
I 
1 
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had a baby about nine months ago. Mario was told by a neighb r, 
a nurse who assisted at the birth, that his mother and father 
resumed their sexual relationship three days after the birth 
of the child. With affect, Mario says that this isn't right. 
He says that his mother deserves a rest. I say that I realiz 
the additional babies make him feel financially responsible 
since he is the oldest, but perhaps he could share this 
feeling with some of the other members of the family, his 
father in particular. Mario, seeming to accept this, replies 
that he feels something might happen to his father and mother 
and that the children wouldn't be adequately provided for. 
Mario says that when he got mad with his father recently 
he let out a couple of swears which ended the incident. When 
he gets into an argument with his father he doesn't know what
1 
he'll do-- 11 I might even strike him." He says that his father
1 
I 
used to beat him up a great deal. 11 He isn't God, 11 he says 
explosively. 
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Mario relates an incident which makes him think about 
his relationship to his mother and father. The three of them 
recently attended a movie together. Soon a young attractive 
girl sat in front of them. Mario states that it seemed to 
him that he should be sitting with this girl rather than with 
his parents. 11 Here I am twenty-seven years of age and still 
living at home. 11 
Mario asks if he would have to mention the things he I 
I 
This is handled by I 
telling him that we see many Catholics in this clinic and tha · 
discussed with me tonight at confession. 
this would rest with him--whatever he felt most comfortable 
in doing. 
On leaving he says that he might take his mother to New 
York over the weekend to visit relatives. I ask him if his 
father is going. He pauses, then says he doesn't know. 
CONSULTATION II 
Consultant explains that Mario's question about 
confession as well as his feelings toward his 
parents• attitude in regard to birth control are 
evidences of his oedipal conflict. Then, too, 
Mario feels that with the birth of new siblings, 
his mother's love for him diminishes. His guilt 
in relation to the church is evoked because of 
the sacred command paraphas ed: Thou shalt not 
kill thy father and wed thy mother . Consultant 
suggest s that I continue to handle this as in 
the past by accepting and clarifying Mario's 
feeling that the new children are a threat to 
him. 
Mario should be encouraged as a treatment goal 
to work towards less promiscuit y in his sex life. 
The consultant also suggests that I might ques-
tion the mother-son relationship when the occa-
sion arises. I had, for example, in the Eleventh 
I 
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Interview inquired if his father too was going 
on the planned trip to New York. 
Twelfth Interview 
Mario speaks of his trip to New York over the weekend. 
His mother, father and brother went on the trip. He met a 
girl there and slept with her. He says that he is tired 
from all the driving. They got back early Monday morning, 
and Mario started work at 6 o'clock. He smiles when I sugges 
that he is feeling better--responsible for the driving and 
working all day at the hospital. 
The loan he made his sister and brother-in-law has been 
paid back, he tells me. He speaks of another incident 
involving an insurance refUnd. He accepts this on a reality 
level, recognizing that such things often take time, just 
like the loan. 
Mario says that the girl he is now dating has contracted 
polio. He shows some anxiety when he says he had dated her 
earlier in the week. Fearing that he, too, might have it, 
he called his medical doctor who reassured him. He has sent 
his girl a card and is planning to send flowers. 
I mention that I have heard that the Veterans Administra 
tion sometimes has job suggestions for veterans. He is still 
thinking about a job that would offer him more. I acknowledg 
that I realize this, and that I am interested in helping him 
with the things that he wants to do. 
Again he speaks of the noise at home. He refers to his 
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step-brother. He doesn 1 t like his step-brother and says that 
they haven't spoken ~or over a year and a half since the time 
of the step-brother's attempt to have Mario marry his divorcee 
sister-in-law. ResentfUl, Mario told his father about this. 
The father, too, resented this and since that time the step-
brother hasn't spoken to either of them.9 
He thinks his step-brother was sore that he told his 
father about it. I point out that I understand how he feels 
about this, that I feel that he can handle such incidents 
himself, and that we are interested in helping him make deci-
sions that are satisfying to him and to participate in what-
ever activities he chooses. 
DISCUSSION 
This series of interviews is interesting for 
several reasons. A brief display of hostility 
and resistance was manifested after an attempt 
at clarification. Clarifaction was attempted 
in the eighth interview. Patient was late to 
the following session. I, nevertheless, went 
on with further clarification and exploration 
of feelings in the ninth interview and again 
in the tenth, ~allowing which he was again late 
~or the next session. The following three 
sessions involved reassurance and manipulation, 
primarily, and the encouraging of affect expres-
sion. 
It is to be noted that in the eleventh inter-
view, interpretation was definitely avoided 
because the material elicited at this time was 
so closely tied up with the oedipal situation, 
and it still seemed that direct interpretation 
9 Mario's father and step-brother are both barbers. 
The step-brother, who got Mario his job, works in the same 
hospital as Mario. 
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to the patient should be avoided since such 
interpretation would be bound to involve a 
great deal of resistance, and a much stronger 
transference, and neither of these could be 
handled within the limits of this sort of 
brief therapy. 
Thirteen Interview 
Mario begins the interview by saying that he is feeling 
tired tonight. He has had a busy day, filling out application 
blanks at two hospitals. He says that later he will go to the 
Veterans Administration. 
He sent his girl, who is in the hospital, another card 
and took some magazines over to her Sunday. He hopes that 
11 she won't think that I'm getting too serious. 11 He says that 
he does not know her too well yet, and I comment that she is 
probably pleased with his thoughtfulness and the attention tha 
he has shown her. 
He is feeling better for he i·s leas depressed. "I feel 
that I am growing up. 0 He doesn't let things bother him the 
way they did at one time. He doesn't frown so much nor does 
he feel 11 like biting people's heads off 11 as he once did he 
comments. 
After a silence, he says that he isn't talking so much 
for there isn't anything bothering him tonight. He says that 
in the past it seemed that he just couldn't wait to get to 
know people. He says that he used to have more girls when he 
didn't have his new car than he has now. He associates this 
with the statement that girls are interested in him and not 
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just a car.· 
He then asks if there is such a thing as wanting to live 
in the past. When he was in the service he went out with the 
fellows and different girls three or four times a week. I say 
that I realize this was the case with many in the service but 
wonder if that is the usual way of living. He says 
happy then. I suggest that perhaps he was happy to be away 
from home and family responsibilities. I mention that the arm 
was an emancipating experience for many. 
Mario speaks of a friend he met after the service and 
says that . one isn't able to trust too many people, especially 
fellows. This friend used to have a different car every night 
He later learned that the care had been stolen and his friend 
was 11 sent away. 11 
Mario speaks of his sister and brother-in-law who are now 
living in his family's home. They have been married four 
years, and they fight frequently. His sister swears at her 
husband and is jealous if he goes out. Her husband isn*t 
always nice to her either. I point out that he is thinking 
of marriage for himself and comparing it with several members 
of his own family, his sister and her husband and his father 
and mother. I point out that I am aware of his fears, but 
that his marriage will not necessarily follow this pattern. 
Fourteenth Interview 
Mario is on time and begins the interview by apologizing 
for wearing an old pair of slacks and a torn, soiled work 
shirt. He speaks of going to his lawyer's office concerning 
his sixteen-year-old-brother who is "once again in trouble." 
He has refused to accede to his father's request that he post 
his bank book or a five-hundred-dollar bond. He has put up 
thirty-five dollars and his father has put up fifteen dollars 
for a fifty-dollar bond. Mario says he wonders it his brother 
might skip bail. He says with affect, "Christ, I've got 
troubles." I say that I can appreciate his feelings toward 
his brother, but, in reality, his brother's troubles are not 
his. But, "I*m home and they all look up to me for help," 
he replies. I say that if he is dissatisfied with this situa-
tion I wonder if he can think of any way this can be avoided. 
Mario associates this with, "As long as I stay home I won't 
have any money, and they'll continue to call on me for help." 
I ask, "What do you want to do about it?" and he speaks ot 
looking for a hospital job but fears that perhaps his family 
would contact him even there. 
I suggest that we discuss his feelings toward his family 
and not his family's feelings toward him. He says, 11 As soon 
as I start to feel good something comes up. I might have a 
nervous breakdown. 11 I say that perhaps in some ways he puts 
himself in a position where they take advantage of him, and 
propose that we think about what would happen if he were not 
living at home. He thinks they would then get a loan and 
ask for help from other member of the family. If he gets 
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away by himself he can enjoy life more, he thinks. I agree 
but add that if he remains at home there will be problema he 
will meet up with every day. I comment that I think he has 
handled the day's episode quite well. 
Mario now refers to his attempt to get out of the house 
as an impractical scheme, but says he sometimes considers it. 
I point out that, although he is interested in eventually 
marrying, we realize that just moving out of the home would 
not solve all the problems and that we want to consider his 
feelings toward himself, his family, and others. I emphasize 
that when he does leave he can still be on friendly terms with 
his family. 
Mario, speaking of his girl friend who had polio, says 
that when he called her up one day her guardian told him that 
he did not have to call to inquire how well she was and hung 
up. Mario speaks of this rejection with deep afteot. 
He speaks next of the family and says that his mother con 
tinues to have babies. I point out that he remains in the 
home supporting and feeling responsible for them while this 
is the responsibility of his fathe.r. Mario replies that maybe 
he feels more responsible for them than he should, and adds, 
uMaybe it's because I'm in the home aJ.l the time. 11 
Mario says with hostility that when his brother was in 
New York he hadn • t saved any money but had spent it aJ.l on 
himself, while Mario saved his money toward payment on his 
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car. Yet he, too, would have preferred to spend it on girls 
and have dates. I ask which bothers him most, his brother's 
activities or his father's asking him for money to post bond 
for his brother. He replies, grinning, "Both." 
ncould you live at the hospital where you now work?" I 
ask. He replies, "It will seem different away from home." 
When I ask if he wants it to be different, he answers, "I like 
to go out and have a good time. I couldn't have a good time 
with all this on my mind." 
Fifteenth Interview 
Mario is about ten minutes late and comments he had 
trouble parking. 
He tells me that his father has paid back the money he 
borrowed from him the week before. He says his father borrowe 
it from his daughter. This is explored. He feels that since 
he is the oldest, he should take the full responsibility. I 
comment that perhaps he feels guilty, and he agrees. On a 
reality level, I reassure him and speak of his need to take 
more of the responsibility than is legitimately necessary. I 
point out that this is one instance in which he could share 
this responsibility with other members of his family. Mario 
replies, with some feeling, 11 Maybe it is a good thing. I 
couldn't always keep it up.• 
Mario next tells me that his sister and brother-in-law 
are planning to drive out of the state the following weekend. 
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They have invited Mario to go along and have asked him to 
drive their car back. They have also invited Mario• s mother 
and father to join them. Mario says that if his father goes 
he would have to wait until Saturday night. He says that he 
would prefer to leave early Saturday morning when he finishes 
at the hospital, but feels that when his father learns about 
this he will be angry. I comment that perhaps he feels he 
would have a better time without his father along. He blocks 
and begins to speak about a post card he has received from the 
American Disabled Veterans telling him of a meeting the follow g 
evening which he is planning to attend. He feels this is an 
opportunity to meet new friends who would then introduce him 
to girls. 
I raise the question of his feelings toward his father. 
He says, "To talk to him one gets the feeling that he always 
knows what I•m going to say next." His father is, he feels, 
ahead of him. His father is strict. 
Mario then speaks of the looal basebal.l team, and this is 
discussed. He tells of meeting a dietitian at the hospital 
who has asked for his spaghetti sauce recipe. Mario says that 
he told her he would like to visit her some time and g1ve ·her 
first-hand instruction. He smiles when he says that the dieti 
tian has accepted this plan. 
DISCUSSION 
As in the previous sessions, again the main 
therapeutic techniques were: reassurance, 
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encouragement of expression of affect, manipula-
tion. Interpretation and clarification were 
also offered, particularly in the fourteenth 
interview. The question, uWhat does he want to 
do about his problem? 11 is asked by the therapist. 
Patient's own feelings toward his family rather 
than their feelings toward him is focused upon 
and the statement is made by the therapist that 
perhaps he puts himself in such a position to 
encourage his family taking 11 advantage 11 of him. 
In the fifteenth interview patient arrived late. 
It was felt that this might be related to my 
suggestion, in question form, 11 Could you live 
at the hospital where you now work? 11 
CONSULTATION III 
I raised the question of Mario's probably 
identifying me with his father and cited 
several examples. 
The consultant felt that this problem of 
resistance and transference should not be 
raised in the therapy interviews unless it, 
in its negative aspects, should prove a 
barrier to therapeutic progress. He did not 
feel that the instances cited indicated that 
Mario was identifying me with his father. 
He felt that emphasis should be on the con-
tinued development of a positive relationship 
so that Mario will have the opportunity to 
develop his own insight into what he is doing. 
Sixteenth Interview 
Mario begins the interview by speaking of the Veterans 
meeting last week, where he met an officer friend of one of 
the local politicians. He was assured that he could have any 
hospital job that he might want. At the meeting he also saw 
an old friend whom he had known ten years ago on the W.P.A. 
He says that the friend didn't recognize him and commented 
that Mario looked much too young. 
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He next speaks of the dietitian at the hospital and his 
plan for helping her cook the spaghetti supper. He expresses 
some anxiety and comments he is afraid that perhaps after he 
has cooked the meal she will say, 11 You can go now. 11 His assoc:ila-
tion to this is being afraid to make advances. He doesn't lik 
to have any one say no to him. · He comments that he always 
feels rejected before he is rejected, which he attributes to 
experiences in the past. I say I appreci ate this but wonder 
if he feels that this will always be the- case. He speaks of 
his pride being hurt and says that maybe he should try harder. 
He adds, "I haven't tried hard at all in the past. 8 I comment 
perhaps he is feeling better now, and Mario nods his head. I 
ask how long he has had these feelings and Mario, with affect, 
says, "Eight years of nobody wanting me." He next mentions 
the things he does have, new clothes, a car, and money in the 
bank. I ask, "What would you like to have?" Mario replies, 
0 Happ1ness. 11 Clarification and support is given that that is 
what we are workings towards. 
Mario next speaks of his twenty-three-year-old married 
sister. He says she is thinking of divorcing her husband, who 
is now in Washington. They have been married five years, and 
his sister is now aware that there is another woman. I commen 
that I think he is comparing this marriage with the possibilit . 
of what his own marriage might be. Mario nods his head, and 
I say that each marriage is made up of two individuals and 
depends upon their feeling toward one another and what they 
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want and work towards in their own marriage. 
Seventeenth Interview 
Mario, early for his appointment, first discusses the 
American Disabled Veterans meeting that he is planning to 
attend the next evening, and then tells me that a friend has 
arranged a blind date for him for the following weekend. The 
date is with an Irish girl who has been in this country a 
year and a half. Mario has phoned her to make arrangements. 
What he expects from a girl, he says, is perfection; her 
hair and teeth must be just so. She must be attractive. When 
I comment that perhaps he doesn't want a date very much, he 
grins and says he is afraid of repeating the usual pattern. 
By this he means that his family has not liked the girls he 
has brought home in the past. Whom is he trying to please, 
I want to know? He answers, frowning, 11 I should try and pleas 
myself." He went on to tell of a girl he used to know, a 
divorcee with one child. Though Mario liked her very much, 
his mother did not like her. I not only point out that many 
mothers are protective of their children but show that I under 
stand that Italian families often play a part in choosing a 
wife ror their son. The rirst consideration, however, must 
be his own wishes. Mightn't he, I ask, be able to get the 
family to approve his choice? 
He speaks about several girls whom he liked and of whom 
his family had approved. But, 11 They soon got tired of me," 
he adds. Then he expressed fear about how girls would feel 
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toward his home and family and especially toward the many 
children. I suggest these were his feelings and not neces-
sarily the girls'. 
I went on to say in such a relationship between a man 
and woman it is the mutual acceptance of each other that is 
important. Mario ventures that perhaps he would feel better, 
11 \fuen I feel that it doesn't matter. 11 
Mario's step-brother, who got married on seventy-five 
dollars, is now well off, he tells me, and adds, 11Maybe I 
don 1 t have enough money to get married on." I point out that 
this is one way of postponing marriage and Mario laughs, 
saying, 11 Perhaps I'll feel that I never have enough. I'm 
afraid to take the chance, afraid to live my own life." 
As he discusses the problems involved in living with 
another person, he frowns. He says his habits are not clean, 
that he is demanding, that his mother 11 gets nervous when I 
request my meals on time. I bet my wife would leave me within 
a week. 11 He smiles and I comment that evidently he, too, sees 
how he is devaluating himself and comparing the relationship 
with his father and mother to that of himself and his future 
wife. 
"Some fellows get married just to get a piece," he says. 
He could get a 11 lay 11 but that doesn• t really satisfy him. I 
point out that he has clarified this and he says, 11 I know 
there is a difference between sleeping with a girl and loving 
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her." I deve~op this theme and add that one can love a gir~, 
s~eep with her and enjoy harmony in other respects of married 
~ife as well. 
Mario's sister is thinking about divorcing her husband. 
I show him how here again he is comparing other marriages with 
his own future marriage, that there is no reason to assume tha 
his marriage wo~d follow the same pattern. I praise him for 
the evidences of mature thinking he has shown. 
CONSULTATION IV 
I raised the question of Mario's concern over his 
masculine and feminine identifications. At a 
Veterans Hospital he had revealed anxiety over 
his homosexual experiences in the Coast Guard. 
I thought that this problem was contributing to 
his ambivalent feelings towards marriage. The 
consultant suggested this be by-passed, that I 
continue to reinforce his masculinity in the 
areas of his mascu~ine acP~evement (job, etc.) 
and that if Mario mentions his homosexual expe-
riences, I shou~d remain neutral, preferably 
silent. If, however, a. comment be required, I 
should make a neutral and supportive statement. 
The consultant pointed out that even in deep 
therapy it is best to avoid direct discussion 
and to handle it more on an infantile level, 
stressing that Mario wanted a more mate~nal 
affection, et cetera. It was felt that Mario 
has enough ego strength for this. 
Eighteenth Interview 
Mario, arriving on time, begins the interview by saying 
that he is feeling neither good nor bad. He has had several 
arguments with the dietitian the past week, because he resente 
being asked to do additional work. He next speaks of a former 
dietitian at the hospital who "looked out for all of us." I 
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say that she might be considered as mother figure but that I 
feel he is now a grown man and perfectly able to look out for 
his own interests; for example, if he feels he is doing too 
much he might request additional help. 
Then Mario tells of meeting several of his former girl 
friends at a night club. He made arrangements to date one of 
them later in the week. When she said, 11 I 'm looking around 
for some one to support me, 11 Mario had replied that he was 
looking for some one to support him. He bought a drink for 
the girls and they in turn bought one for him. He liked this 
and says that it is unusual for a girl to pay for someone 
else's drink. He had once known a girl who paid for her own 
meals and he had not refused to let her. I point out that I 
feel he is capable of accepting and managing the financial 
as well as other responsibilities. 
He shows his awareness of how he vents the anger he feels 
toward the dietitian on the girls he dates. I ask whom he 
might discuss this with; to which he replies, rather sheepishl , 
11 The dietitian. 11 
Mario wonders why he is worrying as much about his new 
car as he would if it were an old one. He even worries about 
a few scratches. I point out that all cars are bound to get 
scratches from time to time, but that this in no way permanent y 
damages the functioning of the car. He gives evidence of 
acc~pting this, then smiles. 
DISCUSSION 
During interview fifteen I did offer some inter-
pretation in regard to patient's attitude towards 
his father and this evoked resistance. I, never-
theless, continued the discussion about his father. 
It led to further resistance and a tendency to 
change the subject. It was after this interview, 
however, that patient began to go more deeply into 
his problems and it seemed to me he showed a 
slightly different identification with me. I 
think the transference situation was changed to 
some extent and that he put me in the role of the 
good father. It is significant that his defenses 
are mobilized to prevent his association to genetic 
material beyond "eight years of nobody wanting me. 11 
He felt secure enough in the therapeutic relation- · 
ship to express hie fears in relation to taking 
11 marital 11 changes. It is noteworthy his dependency 
needs as directed towards female figures. There 
is evidence of patient's maturity in relation to 
less overt need to prove his masculinity in a 
sexually promiscuous pattern. Following that he 
showed greater insight and even spoke of "repeating 
the usual pattern. 11 
Nineteenth Interview 
Mario 1s father has to wear a cast because he injured his 
hand. He wtll be unable to work for two weeks. Mario's step-
brother is going to help out evenings in the barber shop. 
When Mario spoke to his step-brother the step-brother refused 
to answer. Mario shows emotion as he tells me this. 
He again refers to his insecurity with girls. When he 
was sixteen he used to ask his step-brother to tell him what 
to talk about. I ask if he is seeking my help also in this 
area. He blushes and says, 0I have to find out for myself." 
We discuss this further, and he tells me that he does not know 
how to dance. I suggest that if he wanted to learn to dance 
he could find a girl who could teach him. I also suggest that 
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he might investigate the weekly dances at the Y.M.C.A. 
He next speaks of christening his car last weekend, by 
having sexual intercourse. At his suggestion, he tells me, 
they rented an overnight cabin. He remarks on how the girl 
looked in the morning, untidy and without lipstick. He wonder 
if this is true of all women. He says he doesn't know if the 
girl will become pregnant or not. He says he did not use any 
protec tive methods overseas when sleeping with the native 
women. After saying that he would never marry the girl if she 
did become pregnant, he asks anxiously if the material he is 
mentioning is confidential. 
I point out that this is not the usual way of living and 
that it is understandable that sex per se is not enough to 
satisfy him, it isn•t for anyone. I say that when men and 
women have enough positive feeling for one another this is a 
basic strength fo r marriage and sex is a part of this but by 
no means the whole. I point out that Mario's dissatisfaction 
might well mean that he wants affection and companionship as 
well as sex, and that it is his responsibility to look for 
these things. 
Toward the end of the interview I speak about my leaving 
the clinic. I say that I will see him for two more weeks, 
and that we can discuss his transfer or discharge the followin 
week. 
CONSULTATION V 
The consultant interpreted what the significance 
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might be of Mario's lack of concern over the 
impregnation of his girl. Possibly it is a wish 
to disprove the feeling of impotence which his 
father's castrating statements evoked. It may 
be due to his unconscious wish to compete with 
_ his father in producing a child. Or it might 
reveal an unconscious wish to separate himself 
from his parents by a marriage that is made easy 
for him. 
The consultant felt that the patient could be 
discharged. The following areas were considered 
and discussed. The patient has achieved to a 
satisfactory degree the treatment goals that we 
had formulated in treatment. He has given 
evidence that he too felt he was ready for dis-
charge which was considered by us as a positive 
indication as to his readiness to terminate 
treatment himself. 
Twentieth Interview 
Mario asks if I have been anxious, for he is twenty-five 
minutes late for his appointment. He comments that he made 
record time getting to the clinic from his home. He says he 
would like to leave early this evening to attend an American 
Disabled Veterans meeting, and requests that I let him know 
when to leave so that he will get to the meeting on time. I 
place my watch on the desk and say that he is best able to 
decide when he should leave. 
He tells me , with a show of emotion, that he has heard 
from the girl who has polio. She is now in one of the souther 
states visiting her brother. She has written to Mario several 
times, thanking him for the cards, flowers, and magazines that 
he has sent her. She is expected back in several weeks. He 
wrote to tell her she has a date with him when she returns. 
"In her letters she says she misses me," says Mario. He is 
-----=-=*========,===== 
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afraid she might think he is too serious because of the letter 
he has written. Each letter might have been more of a commit-
ment. I point out, on a reality level, that this isn't neces-
sarily so. 
Mario went on to speak of his past sexual activity. He 
says, "With me there just seemed to be one side to it. 11 But 
now he wants a girl he can love as well as go to bed with. He 
is looking for a girl with whom he can spend an evening at home 
and with whose family he can visit. He grins as he says, 11 I•m 
not so afraid of marriage now. 11 
He is doubtful about wanting to continue treatment, and 
I support him here by saying that this isn't necessary, that 
his own feelings are the important thing. He asks how many 
more weeks I would be at the clinic. I tell him our interview 
the following week would be the last. Immediately he says 
that he feels he should leave now in order to keep his appoint-
ment. 
Twenty-First Interview 
Mario is on time, greets me with a smile and walks briskl 
to the interviewing room. When I ask how he is, he says 11 much 
better, 11 and adds, "I guess I ad be sure and tell you if I 
weren't." He used to have thoughts that bother ed him, he says, 
and he thought of nothing else. Now he feels that he is too 
busy to be concerned about them. 11 I wonder how long it will 
last, 11 he comments. I tell him I'm glad he feels better. He 
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says he wishes he could smile all the time. Mario says he 
hasn't heard from his girl down South in over a week and a 
half. He wonders if she has another boy friend down there. 
He pauses, laughs, and associates this feeling with the one 
that he has when the girl was in the hospital and he did not 
hear from her. 
I ask how his job is, and he speaks realistically of the 
dietitian, of his job responsibilities, and tells that he ian• 
going to do anyone else's work. The dietitian is accepting of 
this, he says, but adds, 11 I don't want to say too much for I 
may lose my job. 11 I point out that I thought this is somethi 
he has and can continue to handle adequately. 
He next speaks of his irritability and says that he is 
now going out more and feels that this is one way for him to 
be lese irritable. 11 I used to think of home when I was on a 
date. I don't do this as much now. 11 He says that when he was 
on vacation there were times when he would think of home, but, 
for the most part, he had a good time. He speaks of this as 
one of his first emancipating experiences. I say that I 
realize he is interested in his family and that they have 
placed many responsibilities on him in the past and possibly 
he has encouraged their dependency. Perhaps now he feels that 
they can get along with less support from him. I understand 
he sometimes feels guilty but he is actually entitled to some-
thing for himself. He answers that he used to think of his 
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mother. "In fact, I could sometimes hear her hollering when 
I was on a date, for she does that a great deal at home." I 
ask if his mother seemed disturbed. He says no. "She seems 
reasonably happy." 
Mario says that one seems to know more about life when 
one comes from a large family. I say that perhaps, too, there 
are disappointments in a large family, that it is understandab 
children cannot have all the attention and love that they woul 
like to have from their parents. He being the oldest was 
forced to take more and more of the responsibility at an e?lY 
age. He says that there wasn't always enough money. He think 
that members of large families don't enjoy themselves when the 
go out and then he smiles as he says, 11 I guess I'm talking 
about myself now." 
I remind Mario that this will be the last time that I 
will be seeing him, and proffer support and reassurance as to 
my feeling about his capabilities and capacities in finding 
satisfactory experiences for himself. I tell him that if ther 
ever comes a time when he would like to come baok and talk wit 
someone at clinic the door is always open. He asks some direc 
questions as to the place to come and says, smiling, 11 I guess 
I will cross that bridge when I come to it. 11 
He wonders if he has been losing a little weight or not. 
He seems able to accept the fact that in reality he hasn't 
lost weight. I see him to the door, we shake hands, and he 
thanks me. His final remark i s : "I hope I can have as much 
confidence in myself as you have in me." 
DISCUSSION 
It was during the nineteenth interview that I 
first broached the subject of the end of treat-
ment. In the following session, Mario revealed 
hostility that seemed to be connected withtbis 
termination of t reatment . He was late to the 
interview and overtly dependent. The final 
interview, in contrast with the one preceding 
it, showed marked emphasis on a positive orienta-
tion, the expression of insight, and the tendency 
to move in the direction of the new goals which 
he had established for himself in the course of 
treatment. 
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Summary and Conclusions 
Twenty-one interviews between patient and the caseworker 
have been presented to demonstrate how a caseworker, under 
supervision of a psychoanalyst, utilized limited goal therapy 
in a Veterans Administration Mental Hygiene Unit. 
The principal problems in the case appeared to be the 
unresolved oedipus situation and the deep inadequacy feelings 
which stemmed from this oedipal problem and, to a minor degree, 
the fact that the patient felt his cultural background inferior 
to that of other Americans. 
* The major techniques employed were psychological support 
and manipulation. These techniques seemed to enable the 
patient to gain greater ego strength and with a stronger ego 
his threshold for tolerating frustration was heightened. 
Clarifica~ion was used sparingly and interpretation even more 
rarely. The worker deliberately avoided interpretation in 
many instances since it would have involved strong transference 
and resistance neither of which could be followed up in brief 
therapy. Nor did it seem to be within the province of the case 
worker to deal with transference and resistance on a deeper 
level. 
This case has been presented to demonstrate how a case-
worker, under the supervision of a psychoanalyst, utilized a 
form of limited goal therapy in treating a young man whose 
problems were seen in terms of psychodynamics and the interpla 
of psychodynamics with cultural factors. 
*Refer to Introduct~on _______________ Approved _____ _ 
f2Lz__1~r?a~ 
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